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The Spirit of the Law
• Ruth and Naomi did not “break” the law of God, they went to the
spirit of the law, not the letter of the law. “Why did God give this
law?”
• Often following the spirit of the law can look like disregarding the
law, but in fact you are upholding it.
• Ruth’s request of Boaz challenged the gleaning law. And her
requests of Boaz challenged the levirate law and the kinsmanredeemer law.
• Ruth fuses these two laws together and went to the spirit of the
law.
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The Spirit of the Law
• Naomi’s position, according to the letter of the law was
hopeless. The kinsman-redeemer law when a man was in
jeopardy of losing his land, but there was no man alive to
sell Elimelech’s land.
• Nor does she qualify for the levirate law – there is no
brother of her husband or her sons.
• But Ruth fuses the two laws and goes to the spirit: “This is
what God wants for His people so that no one would be left
behind.”
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Real estate and progeny
• Ruth joined her request for marriage to the family
obligations for Elimelech’s land, claiming Boaz to be the
“redeemer.”
• Ruth is asking Boaz to purchase Elimelech’s land and to
father a son that would become Elimelech’s heir.
• Boaz becomes as much a “rule-breaker” as Ruth, not
disobeying the Torah, but fulfilling the chesed-filled spirit of
the law.
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Real estate and progeny
• Now Boaz takes the lead in the story. Naomi was right
when she said that Boaz would not rest until he took care
of the matter.
• Boaz gathers a “minion” – a group of 10 men to witness the
transaction.
• The city gate was the heart of the community – the place
where government was held, where important business
was conducted.
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Real estate and progeny
• Boaz makes the case for Naomi to the nearest kinsmanredeemer.
• The Old Testament does not provide any provision for a
widow to inherit the husband’s land. That’s the letter of
the law.
• But there is the precedent for an exception. When Moses
distributed the land, he allowed for a man who only had
daughters for the girls to inherit the father’s land. (Num.
36)
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Real estate and progeny
• Boaz, like a good lawyer, uses this precedent that Naomi
has the right to sell Elimelech’s land.
• Boaz is offering a lucrative investment to the other man.
And he is willing to buy the land until Boaz adds one more
condition – he must marry Ruth.
• If she bears a son, then the son would inherit the land, and
the man’s investment would be lost.
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Real estate and progeny
• The legacy of Bethlehem can be traced back to when a
Moabite widow came to live there and made a
commitment to the one true God.
• Through Ruth, chesed transforms legality into sacrificial
love. Naomi is ready to sacrifice all for Ruth. Ruth, in turn,
sacrifices all for Naomi. Boaz is willing to pay the price for
the land and give a son to Ruth. This is the life of chesed.
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The roles of women and men
• Is the story of Ruth a story of the rise of women, or is it the
story of the kind of men that the world desperately needs?
• Elimelech is the first one mentioned in the story. But in 5
verses he and his sons are gone. The story should end
there, but it doesn’t. The spotlight shifts to three surviving
women.
• Surprisingly, Naomi is not called Elimelech’s wife, he is her
husband.
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The roles of women and men
• The story is how women, especially Ruth, drive the action.
But it is also about men.
• Ruth conveys a powerful message for women and girls, but
Boaz demonstrates a brand of masculinity that is
desperately needed.
• The book of Ruth is rich with good news for women and
men.
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Boaz
• Boaz is the hero – There is no gain for him to buy
Elimelech’s land and take a poor, immigrant widow.
• Boaz is an older man of Naomi’s generation. Both he and
Naomi call Ruth “my daughter.” His genealogies list men
who were tribal chiefs of Judah. He is of noble blood.
• The question when Ruth meets Boaz was, “how would he
use his position of power and privilege?”
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Boaz
• Boaz and Ruth are polar opposites, but Boaz agrees with
Ruth’s interpretation of the Mosaic laws. They form a
blessed alliance.
• What if Boaz had dismissed Ruth’s requests? There would
have been no marriage, no child, and no King David.
• Boaz openly violates cultural expectations in his actions
with Ruth. He bucks the system. He is not held captive to
dominant images of masculinity.
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Boaz
• Boaz is technically not the kinsman-redeemer. He doesn’t
have to do anything. But he willingly takes up Ruth’s case.
• When Boaz goes to the man to redeem the land, he is
pressing his case beyond the letter of the law. He is
following Ruth’s lead. He is a man of power and privilege
and uses that to press his case.
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Boaz
• Power and privilege can be used for good. Boaz voluntarily
makes extraordinary sacrifices. This is chesed.
• Elimelech and his two sons continue in the story. Their
names appear in every chapter. When they died they left
Naomi empty, but God does not abandon her. In the end,
Ruth bears a son and Naomi’s arms are filled.
• When Samuel anoints David to be the next king, it is on the
land that formerly belonged to Elimelech (1 Sam 16). David
is born on the land Boaz redeemed for Naomi.
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Ruth and Boaz
• In this ancient story, the efforts of women are furthered by
their alliance with men. It is the picture of God’s idea of
man and woman working together.
• In Genesis, God said he would make a “partner” for Adam.
Eve is the match for Adam. They compliment one another.
Like the poles on a battery, you need to have both.
Together man and woman create life.
• Boaz and Ruth accomplish far more together than if they
were alone. In fact, alone, they would have accomplished
nothing.
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